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Abstract—In this article, the basic
concepts of fuzzy sets and fuzzy

logic are first introduced. The results
of industrial and biomedical applica-
tions of fuzzy systems technology in the
areas of image/signal processing, au-
tomation, and control are then briefly
reviewed. Finally, a summary of latest
theoretical advances on fuzzy control,
fuzzy modeling and fuzzy approxima-
tion is provided.

Recognized by the IEEE as one of
the emerging information processing
technologies, fuzzy systems technol-
ogy has achieved, especially in the last
several years, widespread applications
around the globe in many industries
and technical fields, ranging from con-
trol, automation, and AI to image/sig-
nal processing and pattern recognition.

The basis of the technology is a
fuzzy set that is an extension of the

partial membership is allowed. Crisp
sets handle black-and-white concepts,
such as “chairs”, “ships”, and “trees”,
where little ambiguity exists. Never-
theless, in our daily lives, there exist
countless vague concepts that we hu-
mans can easily describe, understand
and communicate with each other; but
conventional mathematics, including
the set theory, fails to handle in a ra-
tional way.

The concept “young” is an ex-
ample to the point. For any specific
person, age is precise. However, relat-
ing a particular age to “young” in-
volves fuzziness and is sometimes dif-
ficult. What age is young and what age
is not? The nature of questions like this
is deterministic, not stochastic. A hy-
pothetical crisp set “young” is given in
Fig. 1. A fundamental problem is the
abrupt change of the membership
value from 1 to 0 at a certain age (35
in this case), which means that a 34.9
years old person is completely young
whereas a 35.1 years old person is not
young at all. To address issues like this,
fuzzy set theory generalizes 0 and 1
membership values of a crisp set to a
membership function of a fuzzy set.
Using the theory, one relates an age to
“young” with a membership value
ranging from 0 to 1; 0 means no asso-
ciation at all, 1 indicates complete as-
sociation, and any number in between
means partial association. One pos-
sible fuzzy set “young” is provided in
Fig. 2. One sees that every age is
“young” to a degree (equivalently, ev-
eryone is “young” to a certain extent).

classical set. In traditional set theory,
membership of an object belonging to
a set can only be one of the two val-
ues: 0 or 1. An object either completely
belongs to a set or does not at all. No
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Of course, no standard fuzzy set
“young” exists. People have different
views on the same (vague) concept.
Fuzzy sets can be used easily to ac-
commodate this reality. Continue the
age example. Some people might think
age 50 is “young” with membership
value as high as 0.9 whereas others
might consider that 20 is “young” with
membership value merely 0.2. Differ-
ent fuzzy sets can be used to represent
these different versions of “young.”
Not only do different people have dif-
ferent fuzzy sets for the same concept,
even for the same person, the fuzzy set
for “young” can be different when the
context in which age is addressed var-
ies. For instance, a 40 years old presi-
dent of a country would likely to be
regarded young whereas a 40 years old
athlete would not be considered young.
Two different fuzzy sets “young” are
needed to deal with the two situations.

In classical set theory, there are
binary logic operators AND (i.e., inter-
section), OR (i.e., union), and NOT
(i.e., complement). The corresponding
fuzzy logic operators exist in fuzzy
sets theory. Fuzzy logic AND and OR
operations are widely used in fuzzy
systems. Unlike the binary AND and
OR operators whose operations are
uniquely defined, their fuzzy counter-
parts are non-unique. Numerous fuzzy

logic AND operators and OR operators
have been proposed; some of them
purely from a mathematics point of
view. To a large extent, only Zadeh
fuzzy AND and OR operators are most
useful. Suppose that a specific age, say
30, is “young” (a fuzzy set) with a
membership value of 0.8 and is “old”
(another fuzzy set) with a membership
value of 0.3. Then, the membership
value for the age being “young and

old” (a newly formed fuzzy set) is 0.3
if the Zadeh fuzzy AND operator is
used. The membership value for the
age being “young or old” (another
newly formed fuzzy set) is 0.8 if the
Zadeh fuzzy OR operator is utilized.

From these simple examples, one
sees that (1) fuzzy sets can practically,
quantitatively and flexibly represent
vague concepts, and (2) this represen-
tation is mathematically precise.

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic form
the foundations for fuzzy mathematics,
which may be viewed as an extension
of the traditional mathematics. The
new branches include fuzzy algebra,
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fuzzy calculus, fuzzy differential equa-
tions, fuzzy graphs, fuzzy topology,
and fuzzy spaces, to name just a few.
The extension is often technically dif-

and c, and may not exist or be unique.
Although a vast volume of theoretical
results has been reported in the litera-
ture, the majority of them are pure
mathematics and have yet to find use-
ful practical applications. Neverthe-
less, a small part of fuzzy mathemat-
ics has proved to be very useful for the
creation and development of fuzzy
systems technology.

Loosely speaking, any system that
uses fuzzy mathematics may be viewed
as a fuzzy system. More strictly, fuzzy
systems may be divided into two groups:
pure fuzzy systems that are developed
entirely on the basis of fuzzy math-
ematics,  and hybrid fuzzy systems that
are constructed by a mixture of fuzzy
mathematics and non-fuzzy tech-
niques. Even pure fuzzy systems only
use a small portion of the fuzzy math-
ematics available; this portion is also
mathematically quite simple and con-
ceptually easy to understand. Most of
the (rule-based) pure fuzzy systems,
including all the fuzzy controllers and
fuzzy models, accomplish their objec-
tives by periodically executing the fol-
lowing three steps: fuzzification, fuzzy
reasoning, and defuzzification. A typi-
cal MIMO (multiple-input multiple-
output) fuzzy system of this category
is depicted in Fig. 3.

ficult. For instance, solving a fuzzy
quadratic algebraic equation ax2 + bx
+ c = 0 or fuzzy first-order differential
equation ax' + bx + c = 0, where a, b,
and c are fuzzy sets, is more challeng-
ing than their crisp counterparts. The
answers depend on the fuzzy sets a, b,

Figure 3. Structure of a typical rule-based MIMO fuzzy system, such as a fuzzy controller or a fuzzy model.
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Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic form
the foundations for fuzzy math-
ematics, which may be viewed as
an extension of the traditional
mathematics. The new branches
include fuzzy algebra, fuzzy calcu-
lus, fuzzy differential equations,
fuzzy graphs, fuzzy topology, and
fuzzy spaces, to name just a few.
The extension is often technically
difficult.
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Regardless of the type, pure or hy-
brid, the role that fuzzy mathematics
plays in a fuzzy system can ultimately
be viewed as a practical, simple and in-
tuitive way to incorporate nonlinear
characteristics/effects to the system so
that it can outperform its linear counter-
part. Simply put, fuzzy systems are just
nonfuzzy systems with some intrinsic,
peculiar and advantageous nonlinear
features. More specifically, fuzzy sys-
tems are nonlinear systems with vari-
able gains/coefficients constantly
changing with the input state of the
systems. It is these variable gains/co-
efficients that enable the fuzzy systems
to perform better, if properly designed.

We now graphically illustrate this
important point using a fuzzy control-

ler, which is a typical rule-based fuzzy
system. We assume that the controller
is simple and only has two input vari-
ables and one output variable. To put
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Figure 5. An example simple fuzzy system/controller: (a) its variable gain around the origin;
(b) its output in the entire input space.

Figure 4. (a) An example of constant gain of a simple linear system/controller; (b) the resulting system output.
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the demonstration in the perspective of
fixed-gain systems, we first show a
constant gain (Fig. 4a) and the result-
ing output of a simple linear system
(Fig. 4b). Figures 5a and 5b give, re-

Simply put, fuzzy systems are just
nonfuzzy systems with some intrinsic,
peculiar and advantageous nonlinear
features.
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spectively, the variable gain for the
input state around the origin region and
the output of the fuzzy controller in the
entire input space. Clearly, the variable
gain causes the system output to be
nonlinear. It can be proved that the
gain variation leads to better perfor-
mance of the fuzzy controller relative
to its linear counterpart, which is a lin-
ear PI (proportional-integral) control-
ler. The more detailed coverage how-
ever is beyond the scope of this short
article [1]. Figures. 6a to 6c provide
more examples of nonlinear gain
variation characteristics, all of which
are inherently built into a different
fuzzy controller at three different pa-
rameter settings. By changing the pa-
rameter values, an infinite number of
different gain variations can be gener-
ated.

Many commercial products have
been produced by fuzzy systems tech-
nology, especially in the past 10 years
or so [3]. The technology has been
used to enhance the processing of digi-
tal images and signals. The results in-
clude the autofocus system for Canon
cameras, and the autofocus, auto-
exposure, and autozoom systems for
Minolta cameras. Fuzzy logic has also
made Sanyo and Canon camcorders
better by making their autofocus,
autoexposure, and auto-white-balanc-
ing systems more intelligent. Other
examples include the image stabilizer
for camcorders from Matsushita, and
TV sets made by Sanyo. In the latter
case, fuzzy inference was used to im-

Figure 6. Three more examples of nonlinear gain
variation characteristics. They are generated by
another simple fuzzy system/controller at three

different sets of parameter values.
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prove the image quality. In addition,
fuzzy systems technology has im-
proved the electrophotography process
of photocopying machines from
Canon and Ricoh, and boosted the
image quality of Sanyo copies by im-
proving their toner supply control and
Matsushita copies by introducing more
precise autoexposure and toner con-
trol. Other successful applications in-
clude voice recognition, and handwrit-
ten language recognition.

Fuzzy control is the most success-
ful and active branch of fuzzy systems
technology, in terms of both theoreti-
cal research and practical applications.
The primary thrust of this novel con-
trol paradigm, created in the early
1970s, is to utilize a human control
operator’s knowledge and experience
to intuitively construct controllers so
that the resulting controllers are able
to emulate human control behavior to
a certain extent. Compared to the tra-
ditional control paradigm, the advan-
tages of fuzzy control paradigms are
twofold. First, a mathematical model
of the system to be controlled is not
required (an impossible assumption for
most, if not all, other modern control
methodologies); and (2) a satisfactory
nonlinear controller can often be de-
veloped empirically without compli-
cated mathematics. The core value of
these advantages is the practicality,
leading to less system development
time and cost.

Industrial automation and com-
mercial products have been success-
fully developed worldwide using fuzzy

control. And Japan has led the way. Its
success includes Hitachi’s automated
train operation for the Sendai subway
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system in Japan that has been in daily
operation since about 1987. The trains,
controlled by a fuzzy predictive con-
troller, consume less electric energy,
and ride more comfortably than the
ones controlled by nonfuzzy control-
lers. Another Hitachi product is the
group fuzzy control operation for el-
evators. The waiting time and idle

Industrial automation and
commercial products have been
successfully developed world-
wide using fuzzy control. And
Japan has led the way. Its suc-
cess includes Hitachi’s auto-
mated train operation for the
Sendai subway system in Japan
that has been in daily operation
since about 1987. The trains,
controlled by a fuzzy predictive
controller, consume less electric
energy, and ride more comfort-
ably than the ones controlled by
the nonfuzzy controllers.

. . . continued on Page 34
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time of the elevators are reduced dur-
ing the rush hour; and riding and stop-
ping are smoother.

Fuzzy control started to be built
into consumer products around the
turn of the 1990s. Home electronics/
appliance products include fuzzy con-
trolled rice cookers, vacuum cleaners,

try, where most of the major automo-
bile manufacturers in the U.S., Japan,
and Europe have actively been pursu-
ing the concept. Fuzzy control has
been used to control the engine system,
automatic transmission system, sus-
pension system, anti-lock brake sys-
tem, and climate system. These sys-
tems are either regulated individually
or jointly to make the vehicles better,
more efficient and safer.

While fuzzy systems technology
has been applied to many different in-
dustries, its larger impact is expected
to be on the healthcare industry. At
present, however, the number of bio-
medical applications is relatively
small, partially due to the inherent
complexity and uncertainty of the sys-
tems as well as the risks involved. Bio-
medicine is much more an art than a
science in that human knowledge, ex-
perience and skills play a vital role in
the diagnosis and treatment of dis-
eases. Biomedical systems are the
most difficult systems to control be-
cause they are intrinsically nonlinear,
time-varying and have time delay.

In the late 1980s, a real-time fuzzy
control drug delivery system was suc-
cessfully developed and clinically
implemented to regulate blood pres-
sure in postsurgical open-heart patients
at the Cardiac Surgical Intensive Care
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washing machines, and home climate
control systems. A major application
area has been in the automotive indus-

A major application area has
been in the automotive indus-
try, where most of the major
automobile manufacturers in
the U.S., Japan and Europe
have actively been pursuing
the concept. Fuzzy control has
been used to control the engine
system, automatic transmission
system, suspension system, anti-
lock brake system, and climate
system. These systems are ei-
ther regulated individually or
jointly to make the vehicles
better, more efficient and safer.
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Unit [2]. This is the world’s first real-
time fuzzy control in medicine. Fuzzy
systems have also been applied to con-
trol of muscle immobility and hyper-
tension during general anesthesia, as-
sessment of cardiovascular dynamics
during ventricular assistance, diagno-
sis of artery lesions and coronary
stenosis, support for seriodiagnosis,
intelligent medical alarms, and
multineuron studies. Other successful
medical applications are the detection
of coronary artery disease, classifica-
tion of tissue and structure in electro-
cardiograms, and classification of nor-
mal and cancerous tissues in brain
magnetic resonance images.

Fuzzy systems can be realized in
a number of different ways. In many
commercial products, they are embed-
ded systems implemented via general-
purpose microcontrollers, such as
those made by Motorola, or via dedi-
cated fuzzy logic/inference processors
that are special VLSI chips. They can
also be integrated with other hardware
components of the products. A number
of fuzzy system development software
packages are on the market to facili-
tate the development of fuzzy systems,
especially fuzzy controllers. They in-
clude MATLAB Fuzzy Logic
ToolboxTM, Mathematica Fuzzy
LogicTM, SieFuzzyTM, fuzzyTechTM,
TILShellTM, FIDETM, RT/FuzzyTM,
Fuzzy Knowledge BuilderTM, and
Fuzz-CTM. These packages provide
friendly graphical user interfaces to
make the fuzzy system development
easier and more efficient. Better yet,
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once a fuzzy system is completed and
needs to be deployed, some of the
packages can automatically generate
optimized assembly code, C code, or
microcontroller code to be directly
downloaded to the target hardware.

Theory of fuzzy systems has ad-
vanced significantly along with the
rapid success of the practical applica-
tions. Most fuzzy controllers are used
as black-box controllers in that their
internal mathematical structures are
unknown. Since the late 1980s, signifi-
cant progress has been made to math-
ematically explore the structure of
various types of fuzzy controllers [1].
Fuzzy control has been related to PID
control, sliding mode control, adaptive

. . . continued on Page 36

Fuzzy systems have also been ap-
plied to control of muscle immobil-
ity and hypertension during general
anesthesia, assessment of cardio-
vascular dynamics during ventricu-
lar assistance, diagnosis of artery
lesions and coronary stenosis, sup-
port for seriodiagnosis, intelligent
medical alarms, and multineuron
studies.
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control, relay control, etc. in conven-
tional control, resulting in insightful
understanding of fuzzy control in the
context of classical control. The results
have also been used to analyze some
important aspects of fuzzy control sys-
tems, including system stability and
control performance, and to better de-
sign fuzzy controllers.

System modeling and system con-
trol are two closely related problems.
A common form of the system model
is a differential equation for continu-
ous-time systems or a difference equa-
tion for discrete-time systems. Nonlin-
ear systems are complex and, worse

yet, no general theory exists for mod-
eling them. Different nonlinear system
modeling techniques have been devel-
oped, including the Volterra and
Wiener theories of nonlinear systems.
Such nonlinear system models are
called black-box models because they
only attempt to mimic a system’s in-
put-output relationship with the mea-
surement data and hence cannot pro-
vide any insight on internal structure
of the system. Nonlinear system mod-
eling is complicated because there ex-
ist an infinitive number of possible
model structures. Correctly assuming
a nonlinear model structure is a very
hard problem.

Fuzzy modeling is a new modeling
paradigm, and fuzzy models are non-
linear dynamic models. Compared
with the conventional black-box mod-
eling techniques that can only utilize
numerical data, the uniqueness of a
fuzzy modeling approach lies in its
ability to utilize both qualitative and
quantitative information. This advan-
tage is practically important and even
crucial in many circumstances. Quali-
tative information is human modeling
expertise and knowledge, which are
captured and utilized in the form of
fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic and fuzzy rules.
The expertise and knowledge are ac-
tually nonlinear structures of physical
systems, and the structures are repre-
sented in an implicit and linguistic
form instead of an explicit and analyti-
cal form. Fuzzy models are often in-
tuitive because fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic
and fuzzy rules are intuitive and mean-
ingful. However, fuzzy models are not
as simple as those models that can be
expressed in mathematical formulas.
In general, fuzzy models are black-box
models. Nevertheless, under certain
conditions, analytical structure of
some fuzzy models can be derived.
When this is the case, the fuzzy mod-
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Fuzzy modeling is a new model-
ing paradigm, and fuzzy models are
nonlinear dynamic models. Com-
pared with the conventional black-
box modeling techniques that can
only utilize numerical data, the
uniqueness of a fuzzy modeling ap-
proach lies in its ability to utilize
both qualitative and quantitative in-
formation.... Qualitative informa-
tion is human modeling expertise
and knowledge.... The expertise and
knowledge are actually nonlinear
structures of physical systems, and
the structures are represented in an
implicit and linguistic form instead
of an explicit and analytical form.
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els are no long black-boxes. Recent
theoretical analysis shows that some
fuzzy models are actually nonlinear
ARX (Auto Regressive with eXtra in-
put) models with variable model pa-
rameters.

A system capable of uniformly ap-
proximating any continuous function
is called either a functional approxi-
mator or a universal approximator. The
issue of universal approximation is
crucial to fuzzy systems. In the context
of control, the question is whether a
fuzzy controller can always be con-
structed to uniformly approximate any
desired continuous, nonlinear control
solution with enough accuracy. For
modeling, the question is whether a
fuzzy model can always be established
which is capable of uniformly approxi-
mating any continuous, nonlinear
physical system arbitrarily well.

Recent theoretical work has led to
affirmative answers to these qualitative
questions. Furthermore, the latest theo-
retical progress has provided quantita-
tive answers to the following issues:
(1) necessary and sufficient conditions
for universal approximation, and (2)
given a continuous function, how to
design a fuzzy system to uniformly ap-
proximate it with a required approxi-
mation accuracy. The establishment of
the necessary conditions has also pro-
vided insight on the strengths and limi-
tations of fuzzy systems as functional
approximators. On one hand, even if
a required approximation accuracy is
very small, a small number of fuzzy
rules may suffice to uniformly ap-
proximate those continuous functions
that have a complicated formulation
but a relatively small number of ex-
trema. On the other hand, a large num-
ber of fuzzy rules are necessary for
uniform approximation of continuous
functions that are simple but have a lot
of extrema (i.e., periodic functions).

The interested reader is referred to
[1] for an up-to-date, comprehensive,
and deep theoretical treatment of fuzzy
control, fuzzy modeling and fuzzy ap-
proximation.
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The issue of universal approxima-
tion is crucial to fuzzy systems. In
the context of control, the question
is whether a fuzzy controller can al-
ways be constructed to uniformly
approximate any desired continu-
ous, nonlinear control solution with
enough accuracy. For modeling, the
question is whether a fuzzy model
can always be established which is
capable of uniformly approximating
any continuous, nonlinear physical
system arbitrarily well.

Recent theoretical work has led to
affirmative answers to these quali-
tative questions.


